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 No computer skills needed. The VST 2 plugin for Digital DJing, DJ Virtual DJ, allows you to mix music from your PC. Version
1.3.9 Build (18.09.16) * Upgrade of the video codecs (libx264, xvid) * Update of the popular music library (DVD rips, CD rips,
MusicCafe) * Improved the support of the randomizer and the echo * Fixed some bugs Version 1.3.8 Build (17.09.16) * A new

main features: - Better compatibility: with Windows 10. - Thanks to the video codecs (libx264, xvid) upgraded, now the DJ
Virtual DJ can mix music using the format H.264. - Better compatibility: with Windows 7 and Windows 8. - More than 40 new
music and more than 10 new video files: an average of 1000 MB of music per week. - More than 20 new video files: an average
of 7200 MB of video data per week. * New features: - The possibility of increasing the tempo from 0 to 100% - The possibility
of using the distortion effect - The possibility of fade-in and fade-out effects - The possibility of using the iPod shuffle effect -

The possibility of using the randomizer effect - A new video effects: "the wobble effect" * A bug fix: "the Shuffle effect"
Version 1.3.7 Build (14.09.16) - More than 400 new music and more than 30 new video files * Improved the compatibility: with
Windows 8 * Bug fix: the possibility of selecting multiple sets of music. * New effects: - The "mog" effect - The "fluid" effect -
The "speed" effect Version 1.3.6 Build (11.09.16) - The possibility of using the delay effect * Improved the compatibility: with

Windows 10 - The "beep" effect - The "the funny" effect Version 1.3.5 Build (09.09.16) - The possibility of mixing music
without changing the tracks 82157476af
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